WATFORD

Woodside Leisure Park

Recently Refurbished Vue Cinema and Hollywood Bowl
Asset Management Initiatives Available

WATFORD

WOODSIDE LEISURE PARK, WD25 7JZ
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The scheme also benefits from 806 free car
parking spaces.
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Situated 5 miles from Watford Town Centre, Woodside
Leisure Park is predominately located just off the A405
& Kingsway North Orbital Road. The park is highly
accessible, positioned just 5 minutes from Junction
19/20 of M25 and Junction 6 of the M1.

OCCUPIERS

Hollywood Bowl, Vue (11 screens), Frankie & Benny’s,
Chiquito, Gambado
PLANNING

Mixed use A3 (Food & Drink) and D2 (Leisure) Consent.
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OLI MARCROFT

VICTORIA PERKINS

T: 020 7317 3742
E: omarcroft@klmretail.com

T: 020 7317 3721
E: vperkins@klmretail.com

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Kingsway
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KLM Retail for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property whose agents they are
give notice that:
(i) the particulars are set out as a general outline only for the guidance of intending purchasers or
lessees, and do not constitute, nor constitute part of, an offer or contract;
(ii) all descriptions, dimensions, references to condition and necessary permissions for use
and occupation, and other details are given in good faith and are believed to be correct but any
intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact but
must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them;
(iii) no person in the employment of KLM Retail has any authority to make or give any representation
or warranty whatever in relation to this property;
(iv) all rentals and prices are quoted exclusive of VAT.
All plans and maps provided with the particulars are for identification purposes only. Location and
Street plans have been produced courtesy of the Controller of HMSO. October 2006
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